August 13, 2010 Scouting Report – Talk of Hot, Hot, Hot: Counting 90+ degree days, Still
rootless, Dragging one-inch hoses, Physiological decline often poor drainage, Summer Patch and
Take-all during a hot rootless summer, Tim thinks Biorational, and Nick spells Flickr
Chicago/Northern Illinois Update: Derek Settle - DSettle@cdga.org
Talk of one inch hoses? Lots lately. This week’s summary will share what impressed me on golf
course visits – besides tan patches of dead grass. Here’s what. First, intensive water
management is not easy. By hand it looks simple yet it’s difficult – how we avoid Poa annua
wilt. Talk of ‘brown is green’: Otherwise known as ‘Poa annua is dead when brown’. Second, a
return to sympathy for golf green health as mowing heights are adjusted without regard to speed.
Talk of mowing heights: Below 0.100 inch during a record hot July-August, 2010 is plain dumb.
Third, a good attitude. Without which superintendent and crew could not do their job during a
rootless/ruthless summer.
Talk of no sleep: Is unhealthy. Fourth, good skepticism.
Understanding news of disease from a by-gone-era is a bad superintendent dream or a 1980’s
memory of Toronto bent. Talk of bacterial wilt: The usual problem green with midsummer
physiological decline (poor drainage and/or lacks air movement). Suggested treatment for all of
the above: Raise the mowing height. Preaching to the choir I suppose. Presently height of cut is
up, our modus operandi during an especially hot summer in the U.S. Back to the story which

Water management. The same story year in and year out is that plants require water to survive.
One inch hoses tell the story at about 3 pm in the afternoon when it is 94 degrees. Settle 8-12-10
focuses on week two of August. Hot, hot, hot. Today, we marked our 6th straight day of 90+
degree highs on the calendar. Talk of rootless plants and ruthless weather is real if you’re
experiencing life as a turfgrass manager during season number 2010. That’s a lot of talk for turf.
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August's Second Week is Hot: Northern IL vs. Southern IL
Chicago counts 90+ days, Carbondale counts 100+ days
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First Excessive Heat Warning for Chicago since 2006. Weather comparisons are made to
1995 – but that summer was far worse. http://blog.chicagoweathercenter.com/index2.html
“The current hot spell, which is expected to ease late this weekend and early next week, isn't
anywhere near as extreme. Neither temperatures nor humidities will come close to 1995's offthe-charts levels. But the low to mid 90s predicted Thursday and Friday coupled with oppressive
afternoon dew points at or above 75 degrees will lead to a 98 to 107-degree peak heat indices.”

S. IL. = Hickory Ridge GC, Carbondale

Brutal heat has greenkeepers fighting to save their courses from ruin
Wall Street Journal, Sunday August 8, 2010
The sustained record-breaking heat across much of the U.S. this summer, combined with high
humidity and occasional heavy rain, is killing the greens on many golf courses. A handful of
high-profile courses have already had to close, and if the heat continues, others are likely to
follow. Golfers themselves deserve part of the blame for insisting that putting surfaces be mown
short and fast even in weather conditions in which such practices are almost certain to ruin them.
Hot, Humid Environment Has Meant Different Water Management
It has become apparent that 2010 is a unique environment to manage turfgrass. Our books
acquired during Turfgrass Management 101 sometimes went out the window this season. Out the
window? Water management of a deep and infrequent kind has been difficult this summer.
Instead, irrigation has generally remained light and frequent (between flooding thunderstorms).
You see, we never had adequate root development – June was proud of itself and set an all-time
record for total rainfall. Next up, July was hot off-the-bat – in Chicago four days in a row at 90+
degrees. Soil temperatures quickly jumped by 10 degrees and root growth was again impaired.

Wilt of an L-93 bentgrass green. The lower leaves begin to senesce (brown and drop) as plants
sacrifice the oldest leaves first. Not caused by a lack of moisture, the rootzone profile was moist.
Instead root length extended only 0.5 inch to 1 inch in a green and meant plants were unable to
‘mine’ water or nutrients as would normally occur. Golf greens were ‘rootless’. Settle 7-19-10
What could roots do? Well, they just kept limping along – a saturated soil environment lacking
in oxygen followed by hot. We are hearing of golf courses closing holes or portions of courses
close around the country. The cumulative effects of a hot, wet year take their toll and make news.
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Select Issues of a Rootless Summer – From Lens to PDF
Roots are important. We all know that. We just never really have a good idea of their true
biomass or their true quality (whether functional or not). It does become apparent at certain
times of the year that roots are lacking. Midsummer for example, when soil moisture extremes of
drought stress (dry soil) or flooding (low oxygen) combine with hot temperatures.

Roots 101.1 The lower you go, the inverse is also true and belowground root growth is less. For
example, a first cut of Kentucky bluegrass rough, 1 inch cut, surrounding a green is vulnerable to
damage by summer patch, Magnaporthe poae. Rough at 2.5 inches (left) is fine. Settle 8-12-10

Roots 101.2 Raising the mowing height will help more than anything to encourage root growth
and mask midsummer symptoms of summer patch on a Kentucky bluegrass lawn. Settle 8-12-10
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Roots 101.3 A L-93 bentgrass green has patches caused by a fungal root disease called take-all,
Gaeumannomyces graminis var. avenae. Bronze, it looks like localized dry spot. Settle 7-19-10

Roots 101.4 Localized dry spot on a L-93 plus SR1119 bentgrass green. Evapotranspiration
(ET) rates are higher on collars and irrigation amounts for greens are not enough. Settle 8-12-10
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Tim Sibicky, M. S. - TSibicky@cdga.org CDGA Turfgrass Research Manager Biorational
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Product Testing for Control of Dollar Spot Disease
Many superintendents this year have seen
fewer problems on fairways in the
Dollar Spot Disease Development
management of the disease called Dollar
Briar Ridge CC, Coyote Run GC, and North Shore CC
Spot, caused by the pathogen Sclerotinia
16
homoeoecarpa. Extended periods of
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saturated
soils
and
temperatures
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consistently reaching above the 90 degree
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mark, have favored against the occurrence
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of an epidemic for this disease that readily
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develops under conditions when soils are
2
dry and temperatures range 60-85F.
0
Untreated plots at the Biorational product
testing locations ranging from northwest
Indiana at Briar Ridge Country Club,
North Shore CC, Glenview, IL
Coyote Run, Flossmor, IL
Coyote Run Golf Course in Flossmoor, IL
Briar Ridge CC, Dyer, IN
Sunshine Course, Lemont, IL
and North Shore Country Club in
Glenview, IL had shown acceptable levels Figure 1. Dollar spot disease development across the north and south
of disease for fairways until July (less than sides of Chicagoland as well as far-south (north western Indiana).
5%), as seen in Figure 1. Each location varies in turfgrass composition with Coyote Run having
a blend of Southshore and L93 creeping bentgrass, Briar Ridge with Penncross creeping
bentgrass and North Shore having a mix of creeping bentgrass and Poa annua.
The seven treatments tested are; Rhapsody 10 fl oz, Ecoguard 20 fl oz, Dew Cure 4.0 fl oz, Urea
0.15 lbs, Daconil 3.2 oz 14 day, Daconil 3.2 oz (curative), as well as an untreated control (Table
1). All treatments are being applied at 14 day interval and the plots at all locations are scouted
weekly to determine if disease infection centers exceed an average of 5% area affected to require
a curative application of 3.2 oz of Daconil.
Table 1. Seven treatments used to determine effectiveness of biorationals to suppress dollar spot.
Number of Curative Fungicide Applications for Dollar Spot Disease on Bentgrass Fairways
(applications when a 5% damage threshold met. Of biorationals, DewCure reduced number.
Briar Ridge
North Shore
Coyote Run
Untreated
N/a
N/a
N/a
Daconil every 14 days
N/a
N/a
N/a
Daconil Curative
3
1
0
Rhapsody14d+Curative
2
1
0
EcoGuard14d+Curative
2
1
0
DewCure14d+Curative
1
0
0
Urea 0.15lbs14d+Curative
2
1
0
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All plots at Briar Ridge have needed at least 1 application of a curative treatment applied and the
Curative Daconil treatment has needed three applications. DewCure alone was able to hold
disease pressures below the threshold without any curative until this past week. Concerns for use
of DewCure are phytotoxicity issues and the lack of control for brown patch disease. This year,
and also documented in 2008, we have seen higher levels of brown patch associated with
DewCure compared to the untreated control. The pattern of curative treatments applied at North
Shore is exactly what we saw at Briar Ridge in the middle of July and DewCure is now the only
treatment that has continued to provide control while all others are above threshold. Coyote Run
has yet to receive any curative applications, but Curative Daconil, Rhapsody and Ecoguard are
all nearing the threshold for control. Ecoguard has shown slight improved results but in many
cases has not shown statistical differences. Unlike what we have seen a Briar Ridge and North
Shore, the Urea treatment at Coyote has shown improved disease ratings and also visual quality.
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There may be a place for these products to integrate into existing disease management programs
and as we learn and understand the benefits and limitations, superintendents will be able to make
better and more informed decisions in their use. Synthetic pesticides may not be available in the
future, so we may as well investigate alternatives now before we are out of options.
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Nick DeVries - NDevries@cdga.org www.cdgaturf.com
Research Assistant and Internet Communications Manager
How to be a social media junkie and keep your job
Right now turf managers are wishing for it to be November like it’s a bad habit. Golf course
greens are like babies, they can’t be left alone. Roots are becoming so shallow that it is like
trying to feed a baby with a thimble sized bottled. The more days soil temperatures are 80
degrees or higher, the smaller the bottle gets.
A hot Chicago summer requires 12+ hours a day from superintendents to maintain a golf course.
How can a superintendent balance managing 150 acres of land while being a social media
junkie? Flickr.

An intern (me) thinks quickly and uses his iPhone to capture some ‘flowerpower’. Settle 7-9-09
Flickr is a photo management application that hosts your photos on the web. You upload your
pictures, and then get a link to send to your friends to view the web album – much like
Photobucket. What is unique about Flickr is that it connects to your blog, twitter, and facebook
accounts. It allows you to update your social media from sending a single email. All you have to
do is take a picture with your phone and then send that picture in an email to your Flickr account.
The photo will automatically get blogged/tweeted whatever - any form of social media you
desire. Flickr and blogs go together like Captain and Tennille (flickr.com). All you need is a
phone with camera and e-mail capabilities.
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Final images – nature

Finally. Dollar spot, Sclerotinia homoeocarpa, begins good development on number 8 fairway
for research, North Shore Country Club. A very wet summer caused the delay? Settle 8-10-10

Common buckeye butterfly, Junonia coenia. Eyespots are part of its defense and this behavior,
resting low on a golf green, is associated with males watching for females. Settle 8-10-10
http://www.thebutterflysite.com/illinois-butterflies.shtml
Thank you for your continued support and communication... Derek, Tim, and Nick
– The CDGA Turfgrass Program
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